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the first pakistani to be nominated as best benju artist of 2017 is ustad noor baksh. the video of him playing raja hindustani went viral on social
media, and now it has over 4 million views. he has also won a nomination as best benju artist of 2017. mumbai: kunal khemu turns a year old

today. birthday boy debuted with sir (1993) as a child actor but gained fame with zakhm and raja hindustani, but he was not able to advance his
career as a solo hero. kunal is known for films like kalyug, dhol and traffic signal. mumbai: kunal khemu turns a year old today. birthday boy
debuted with sir (1993) as a child actor but gained fame with zakhm and raja hindustani, but he was not able to advance his career as a solo

hero. kunal is known for films like kalyug, dhol and traffic signal. the now-viral clip was posted on instagram by daniyal ahmed. in the 4-minute
video, ustad noor baksh can be seen playing an instrument called the balochi benju. he played the popular song from the 1996 film raja

hindustani with a smile on his face throughout. the effortless way in which ustad noor baksh played the instrument will simply soothe your soul.
mumbai: the cast and crew of the salman khan-directed dabangg will spend the next few days shooting the song "baat ek raat ki" from the film

in a mumbai slum called kamla nagar. the makers of the film have already spent close to rs. 40 crore on making the movie.
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the film was a blockbuster at the box office and went on to be a silver jubilee hit. the song raja hindustani the song, raja hindustani has been
written by mohammad rafi and music composed by naushad. the music was recorded on the famous laxmikant pyarelal studios in bombay and
the song has been sung by a five-piece band. the song was composed to serve as the background music for the film raja hindustani. the song

was recorded and released in a single with the song, aye ho ye meri zindagi mein in 1983, and the video was shot in 1983 at the same time the
film was shot. raja hindustani the video was shot at the chhatrapati shivaji maharaj vastu sangrahalaya in mumbai. the video shows a benju

player playing the song in the background. after being shared online, the video garnered more than 2 lakh views. netizens couldnt stop listening
to the players magic and flooded the comments section with appreciation for the player. even singer ankur tewari loved the clip. raja hindustani
was one of the highest-grossing indian films and earned a total of over rs. 200 million at the box office in india. the film was a blockbuster and

received rave reviews from critics and audiences. raja hindustani was released on 25 december 1996. it was an epic drama film directed by rajat
kapoor. it was released in hindi and hindi dubbed version. the film was based on a story written by dhiraj kumar. every year, there are a handful
of films that become timeless classics. and we at bollywood hungama love to honor them by celebrating their landmarks, but what makes them
unforgettable is that their message continues to resonate with audiences even after many years. and, for us, we have the ultimate classic - raja

hindustani. 5ec8ef588b
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